
MOMENTUM
A NEW MIXED BILL BY
FABULA COLLECTIVE
Fabula Collective are looking for dancers for new mixed bill Momentum,
to be premiered in London this July. This production will feature
collaborators including former Royal Ballet principal Mara Galeazzi, our
Associate Artists James Pett (Richard Alston, Wayne McGregor) and Travis
Clausen-Knight (New Adventures, Wayne McGregor) and former Ballet
Basel dancer Kihako Narisawa. 

Rehearsals in London between
February and July 2022 (only some
weeks within this period) 
Performances in London w/c 25 July
and w/c 1 August

Auditions:
Saturday 19th February, recalls Sunday
20th February in London.

Production dates:
As this is an audition for a mixed bill, the
exact dates will depend on each piece. 

 
This is a paid opportunity. 

18 years old and above
Strong classical technique
Strong contemporary technique 

One-page CV 
Links to showreel / previous work
footage 

Dancer requirements:

How to apply:
Please send the following to
admin@fabulacollective.co.uk by noon
Monday 14 February 2022: 

ABOUT MOMENTUM

Momentum (working title) is
a mixed bill of intuitive,
conceptual, story-based
contemporary dance works.
It will be an exciting display
of seven new works
choreographed by James
Pett, Travis Clausen-Knight,
Kihako Narisawa and others.

www.fabulacollective.co.uk

ABOUT FABULA COLLECTIVE
  
Fabula Collective is an international collaborative production house launched in
2019 by Creative Director Yukiko Tsukamoto. We are dedicated to supporting both
new and established artists, and producing exceptional live and digital work for
UK and international audiences. Our mission is to link Japan and the UK.  
  
Our past stage works include “Elevation” at the Cerulean Tower Noh Theatre
(Tokyo, Japan), “Ley Line” at the Lilian Baylis Studio, Sadler’s Wells Theatre, London
and “HUMAN.” at the New National Theatre, Tokyo. Our first film, “A Space Left
Blank” was selected by numerous international film festivals, and won in its
category at the NewGrounds Dance Film Collection (USA). 
 

@FabulaCol @FabulaCo @fabulacollectiveltd
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